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Emerging Prognostic Factors for Clinical Care
The authors have not noted any emerging prognostic factors for clinical care at this time.

Risk Assessment Models
The AJCC recently established guidelines that will be used to evaluate published statistical prediction models for the purpose of granting endorsement for clinical use. Although this is a monumental step toward the goal of precision medicine, this work was published only very recently. Therefore, the existing models that have been published or may be in clinical use have not yet been evaluated for this cancer site by the Precision Medicine Core of the AJCC. In the future, the statistical prediction models for this cancer site will be evaluated, and those that meet all AJCC criteria will be endorsed.

Recommendations for Clinical Trial Stratification
Smoking status and pack-years
Comorbidity and quality of life outcomes are essential to record and use in stratification
Number and size of pathologically positive nodes
ENE, pathologically and microscopic versus gross
Perineural invasion presence or absence
T category (1, 2, 3, 4a, or 4b)
Histopathology, high grade versus low grade
Facial nerve involvement
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